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Background
The parish of Pensnett, in the western part of the Black Country (figure 1), is in its present form an
ecclesiastical creation of the mid 19th century. Indeed the boundaries of the parish preserve the
major landmarks of the industrial revolution, the railways and canals. They follow the route of the
now long gone main line of the Pensnett Railway, and the equally defunct Stourbridge Extension
Canal in the north and west, and then follow the line of the still existing Fens Branch of the
Stourbridge Canal to the Fens reservoirs in the south. Only to the east does it follow an older
boundary, that between the Domesday manors of Kingswinford and Dudley, and thus between the
former counties of Staffordshire and Worcestershire. The parish was created as the Ecclesiastical
District of St Mark’s, Pensnett in 1844, from the much older parish of Kingswinford, to serve the
growing population of the area around the iron works of John Bradley and Co. at Shut End and the
coal mines at Corbyns Hall, Tiled House and Bromley. Before that, the various settlements in the
area tended to be referred to by their own name – Shut End, Commonside and Bromley.
However, even though the parish of Pensnett itself is a Victorian creation, the name itself has a
much longer history. In his thorough survey of Staffordshire place names, Horovitz1 describes
Pensnett as an “intriguing name”, and suggests its origins might be rather complex. The intriguing
nature of the name comes primarily from the fact that he sees it as an amalgam of two quite distinct
forms. Indeed the name appears most often in the context of Pensnett Chase, which seems to have
been a region of much greater extent than the present parish. In this short note we will explore the
origins of this name, and of Pensnett itself, at some length, and in doing so engage in some
speculations that extend back in time as far as the early Anglo-Saxon era.
Firstly however, it is instructive to briefly consider the nature of Pensnett Chase itself. It would seem,
as would be expected from its name, to have been in the main a hunting ground. The chase came
into the possession of the then Baron of Dudley, Ralph de Somery, in 1205, as part of an exchange of
land with King John, for land in Wolverhampton. It will be seen from the information quoted below
that it remained in the de Somery family, and their successors as Baron of Dudley, the de Suttons
and the Wards, for many centuries. Whilst much of the land was also common, with the customary
rights of commoners, it was subject to Forest Law. For the owners however, the value of the chase
for hunting soon palled into insignificance in the face of its mineral wealth – outcrops of surface coal,
and rich seams of submerged coal. These resources were to determine the ultimate history of the
chase, with growing industrialisation based on coal mining and iron making and a massive growth in
population, and it eventual enclosure by Act of Parliament in 1786. The story of the transformation
of the Chase from a Baronial hunting ground and common land to the Pensnett of the industrial
revolution is entertainingly, if somewhat anecdotally, narrated by Guttery2.
The names of Pensnett.
Horovitz3 lists the occurrences of the name in early sources. These are essentially of two forms. The
first set are variants of the name Pensnaed, whilst the second are variants of Penninak. The first
would appear to derive from the British penno-, the Old Welsh penn with the meaning of head or
headland, and the Old English snaed, a detached piece of land or a piece of woodland, with the
most likely meaning being “Wood on Penn Hill”. Ekwall4 argued that the variation Penninak was due
to a sound shift in the Norman period, with the sequence of name changes being Pensnaed to
Peninet to Peninec to Peninak. Horovitz however makes the point that the greater number of
sources now available than were available to Ekwall makes this very unlikely. According to Horovitz,
Penninak is probably derived from the Old English penig or penny, and ac or oak, i.e. Penny Oak
Tree.
Now let consider the sources for the two names, together with their context. Names of the first form
appear in the following sources, up to 1700.

1) From the Calendar of Close Rolls of Henry 3rd in 1244 “It has been mandated by Richard de
Clifford and Thomas de Newerk that because William Burdet is suing Roger de Sumery by writ of
the king before the justices of the Bench regarding his Pensnett chases which he reforested…...” 5
2) From an inquisition following the death of John de Somery at Wolverhampton in 1322. “The
Manor of Seggesley, including a park called Eltyngeshal Park, a wood called Bagerugg, parts of
the chase of Pensned, and rents in Bireleye, valued at £64 0s. l0d.” 6 7
3) From an inquisition following the death of John de Somery at Stafford on December 6th 1322.
“By a schedule attached to this Inquisition it appears that Joint de Sutton and Margaret his wife,
one of the sisters and coheir of the said John de Somery, had for her portion in Staffordshire, the
castle of Duddele, with appurtenances valued at £4. 6s. 8d. The Manor of Seggesley, with the
chase of Pensnede and other appurtenances, valued at 64 0s. 10d. The Manor of New Swyneford
Regis, valued at 6 2s. od., certain lands and tenements in Rowley Somery, valued at 75s. 6d., and
certain lands and tenements in Prestivode in the Forest of Kynfare, valued at 31s. 6d., and that
the lands, etc., in Rowley Somery and Prestwode are at present in the hands of Lucy, widow of
the said John de Somery, as part of her Dower.”8
4) From the Plea Rolls in 1348, “Nicholas de Duddeleye, Parson of Kyngesswyneford, acquired a
licence to have 'common of pasture for all animals, except goats, in the wood of Penysned.' 9
5) From the Calendar of the Patent Rolls. Edward III for 1357. “Commissions also enquired into the
mutual complaints of the prior of Dudley, I3th July, 1357, and Sir John de Sutton of Dudley, 7th
September, 1357. The prior said that Sir John, Nic. Jobynel, Parson of the church of Kings
Swinford, Ric. Rydere, parson of the church of Inkepenn and others named, carried away his
goods, impounded his cattle, and chased him from his priory threatening to kill him. While Sir
John said that Wm. De Lemestre, prior of Dudley, Roger de Astley, parson of the church of
Haggeley, and others named, broke in at Seggesley, took deer there, and felled his trees at
Pensenet, etc.” 10
6) From a Bill of Complaint in 1536 “…that John Earl of Warwick is and of long time hath been
lawfully seized in his desmesne as of fee of and in one “chaice” called Pencenytt chaice extending
into the counties of Stafford, Wrocester and Salop, and of and in divers coppices of woods within
the said chaice……on the 16th day of May last past by the procurement and unlawful intycement
of one Richard Bradley of Wordesley, yeoman, and Thomas Aleyn, parson of Swynford ……..at a
place called Myrry hill within the bounds of the said chaice of Pencenytt assembled
themselves……” 11
7) From Saxton’s maps of 1579, “Pensnet Chase”, extending from Himley to Cradley along the
north eastern boundary between Kingswinford and Dudley. 12
8) From Speeds Map of 1610 “Pensnet Chase” extending from the upper reaches of the Smestow
Brook in the north in the north to the confluence of the Smestow and the Stour in the south in
the south, bounded on the east by the Smestow Brook and on the east by the boundary
between Staffordshire and Shropshire.13
9) A 1633 reference to “Dud Dudley’s coalworks at Desseldine on Pensnett chace”14
10) From a case before the House of Lord’s committee on 6 Sept. 1650 “Thomas Hobart, of Norwich,
begs allowance of his title to Ashwood and Pensnett Chaces, and Swinford Manor, cos. Stafford
and Worcester”, 15
11) From Plot in 1686 16 “Pensnet Chase”
Names of the second form appear as follows.
1) Pennak 1230. Roger de Somery – “his wood of Pennak”, the “aforesaid Chase of Pennak”17
2) From an inquisition following the death of Roger de Somery, on the extent of the manor of
Dudley in 1273. “Also there is there a wood called Penniak, one mile in length, by the bounds of
the manors of Seggesley and Swyneford, in the county of Stafford, and half a mile in breadth ;
and the pannage in the said wood is worth yearly 20s., because it rarely happens. The pasture of
the said wood cannot be valued because it is common. The profits arising from the sale of dead
wood and underwood in the said wood are worth yearly 13s. 4d., and there is one enclosed park

the pasture of which is worth 13s. 4d.”18 “The manor and borough including rents of tenants in
Lodynton, pleas, &c. of the hundred, and a wood called Peninak one league in length from the
boundaries of the manors of Seggesle and Suyneford in co. Stafford, and ½ league in breadth,
tenure unspecified”, 19
3) An inquisition into the extent of the manor of Kingswinford in 1273 “There is one grove called
Pennaly (or Pennak), extending one mile in length, and in one place half a mile in breadth ; and it
is worth in the sale of dead wood and underwood one mark. Also the pannage of the wood
(although it rarely happens) is worth half a mark. Also the pasture of the same wood is not
valued, because it is in common. 20 21 “The manor, including a wood called Pennak, 1 league in
length and from ½ to ¼ league in breadth, and pasture in the moor and in the field towards
Aswode, tenure unspecified”, 22
4) An inquisition at Dudley in 1292 into the estates of Roger de Somery. “Also they say that
Benedictde Erdesley, and Henry Merks, vendors of the wood of Penyuak, were appointed by the
said William de Mere to sell in the said wood twenty-two oaks for charcoal worth 2Os.” (SHC
1911e). “Against the defence of the said Adam de Elmbrugg the subescheator, very often and at
their will and pleasure, together with the above said persons, entered one of the parks of
Duddeley and the chase of Peniuak and took there from deer to the number of sixty and more,
besides those already mentioned” 23. ”Of fish taken and carried away, they say that the fishpond
under Penyuak was broken down by the inundation of the water, and the fish remaining therein
were sold for 2d. by the same William de Mere.” 24
5) At an Assize in Wolverhampton in 1292. “there was an inquisition as to the damage done in the
parks and woods of Roger de Somery, deceased, especially in the new park of Weoley, the chase
of Pennyoke, and Dudley”, 25 26
From the above sources it can be seen that Pensnaed and its variants usually occur from the 13th
Century onwards, and almost always in relation to the Chase, the only exception being a reference
to the wood of Penysned in 1348. Peninak and its variations occur only in the 13th Century, and are
in the main associated with a piece of woodland, with only two references to this in relation to a
chase in 1230 and 1292.

Location of Pensnett Chase and Penniak
It is apparent from the above sources, that Pensnett Chase was seen as covering a wide area. Figure
2 shows the approximate areas indicated by the different sources. Very broadly the area referred to
as Pensnett chase seems to extend to the borders of Morfe and Kinver Forests in the west beyond
the Smestow Brook perhaps extending across the Shropshire boundary, to Himley and Sedgley in the
north, into the Manor of Dudley in the east, and to the River Stour in the south. Further information
on the extent of Pensnett Chase can be found from a consideration of the lands that were finally
enclosed in 1784, which effectively included all those parts of Kingswinford Manor east and south of
Commonside and its continuation through Brierley Hill 27, extending south to the Stour. In the Dudley
Wood Enclosure Act of the same year, there is a reference to “…several common and waste lands
called Dudley Wood, part and parcel of Pensnett Chase”. Finally the map28 showing the route of the
Stourbridge Canal refers to the area around the feeder pools on the Fens Branch as Pensnett Chase
(figure 1). Thus Pensnett Chase seems originally to have been very extensive, reducing over the
years to a much smaller area in the current parishes of Pensnett and Brierley Hill.
Peninak however seems always to have been much more localised, although within the broader
area of Pensnett Chase (figure 2). This seems to have been in the area of the boundary of Dudley
Manor with those of Kingswinford and Sedgley. The size of the wood is translated differently from
the original sources by the two references given above – being one mile in length and half a mile
wide in one, and one league in length and half a league wide in the other. This reflects the long
standing uncertainty on the size of the Domesday “league”, which seems to be used as a synonym

for a mile to 12 to 15 furlongs29. In this case something towards the longer definition seems more
likely as it appears to have been in the region of the three manors, and the smaller size of the wood
would make it difficult to locate. A location stretching from the region of Himley in the north across
the boundary between Sedgley and Dudley, through the region of the Fens to Woodside and Dudley
Wood in the south seems a reasonable reconstruction. Further indications of the extent of Peninak
can be inferred from the Domesday entries for Kingswinford, Sedgley and Dudley30,31. In the
Kingswinford entry, there is woodland a half a league long and three furlongs wide. In Sedgley there
is woodland 2 leagues long and one wide, and in Dudley there is woodland of two leagues in extent.
As might be expected, this woodland is of a greater area than that described a couple of centuries
later for Peninak, indicating that considerable clearance has taken place in the interim. The
geography of the area is such however that it is difficult to conceive of woodland of the Domesday
extent anywhere other than on a roughly north – south axis along the boundaries between the
Manors, which is consistent with the later inferred position of Peninak.
These observations lend weight to Horovitz’s theory that we have here two separate names which
became confused. Pensnett was the name of the Chase, which in its original extent covered a wide
area. Over the centuries the extent of the chase shrank due to enclosure until its final extinction in
the enclosure acts of 1784. Peninak seems to have referred to a much more localised area around
the current parish of Pensnett. Guttery32 would see Peninak as a piece of woodland on the south
side of Brierley Hill, although the observations made above now make this unlikely. It can be
conjectured that the two names became confused as Pensnett Chase shrank more and more to the
area of Peninak.
The question still remains however as to what the names Pensnaed and Peninak refer. The extent of
Pensnett Chase perhaps gives a clue to the origin of the first name. It is clear that the Chase
occupied a large area to the west of the main watershed between the River Severn and the River
Trent catchments, or in more local terms, between the Smestow / Stour and Tame catchments
(figure 2). Horovitz speculates on an association with the manors of Upper and Lower Penn about 4
miles to the north of the existing parish, and perhaps with Penyval, possibly near Gospel End
between Penn and Sedgley33, where there was a mill. Both Upper and Lower Penn appear in
Domesday, with the names deriving from British Penn, suggesting a substantial group of British
speakers in the area until well into the Anglo Saxon period. During the period when English names
were assigned to this area, which was probably sometime in the 7th Century, there are indications
that it was heavily wooded – there are a number of “…ley” names indicating a woodland clearing. To
the west, on the side of the Smestow valley, we have the north / south line of Penn, Himley, Dawley,
Wordsley, and south of the Stour, Hagley. To the east, on the watershed itself, we have Sedgley,
Dudley, Brierley (Hill) and Cradley (Heath) (figure 2). In between them, in the current parish of
Pensnett, we have Bromley (figure 1). Thus it seems that the name Pensnett, and the associated
Chase, could refer to this large wooded area on the side and summit of the western side of the
watershed, an area which even at the time of naming, was already beginning to be cleared. With
regard to Peninak it is not clear to what the derivation Penny Oak might refer. However in the region
where it seems to be located we have a number of other oak names - Penny Oak in Himley recorded
in 158734; Oak Farm, the terminus of the Stourbridge Extension Canal; High Oak, a stretch of road at
the end of Commonside in the centre of the current parish, and Round Oak in the Dudley Wood
area, thus perhaps signifying a major oak wood in the area (figure 1). Finally it is of interest to note
that in the 1841 census, in the main the names of the settlements that existed before the creation of
the current parish are used, with the name Pensnett referring to the “new” settlement around the
main Dudley to Kingswinford Road to the east of High Oak and Commonside35. At this stage this
settlement consisted of rented housing provided by the Dudley Estate for miners and factory
workers. The implication does seem to be that the this area, identified above as the possible region
of Penninak, and the last vestiges of Pensnett Chase might be the are that retained the original
name. This is to some extent confirmed by entries in the 1861 census that refer to “the bottom of
Pensnett” just to the north of the canal feeder pools36.

The Pencersaetan
In a charter of 854, preserved in Hemings Cartulary, relating to the boundary of lands near Cofton
Hackett37 in Worcestershire, a particular point is described, on the boundaries of the Worcester and
Lichfield dioceses, that is a three way boundary between the Tomsaetan, the Arosaeten, and the
Pencersaeten (Hart38). It is accepted that the Tomsaetan were a people associated with the River
Tame, and indeed this point is at the southern edge of the Tame catchment. Similarly the Arosaeten,
who are mentioned in the Tribal Hidage, are regarded as the inhabitants of the valley of the River
Arrow. Again this point is at the northern end of the Arrow catchment (figure 3). Hart has argued
that this implies that the Pencersaeten were a people to the north and west of this point, and he
suggest they were a Mercian tribe, centred on Penkridge, to the north of Wolverhampton. This
seems to have become the accepted identification, and can be found in a number of texts. Clearly
the name suggests that there might be some association with the Penn / Pensnett area, and if the
tribe were centred in Penkridge, then this area would certainly be included. However the author
remains unconvinced by this identification. If it were true this would imply that the Pencersaeten
extended across two catchments – that of the Stour / Smestow which flow into the Severn, and that
of the upper reaches of the Trent catchment. This seems to the author unlikely, and not consistent
with the other tribal boundaries in the area, with the probability being that the bounds of the
Pencersaeten extended only over the Stour / Smestow region i.e. just one catchment. At Domesday
this catchment was split between the hundred of Seisdon in Staffordshire, and the hundred of
Halfshire in Worcestershire. However there were clearly strong links between the two regions with
the dues of Clent and Tardebigge in Worcestershire (the latter probably including Cofton Hacket)
being paid in Kingswinford in Staffordshire39. Seisdon Hundred is named after the village of Seisdon
itself, the name meaning “Hill of the Saxons” 40, which suggests links between this area and Hwiccan
territory to the south, which may have been regarded as settled by Saxons from the south rather
than by Angles from the north. This would imply that the boundary between the Hwicce and the
Mercians ran along the Severn / Trent watershed passing through Dudley (although note that this is
countered by the fact that the Hundred of Seisdon was incorporated into the Lichfield (Mercian)
diocese). Pushing this argument further, and drawing on the fact that there is growing evidence that
the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms reflected Roman tribal and provincial boundaries41, such a boundary may
well represent the boundary between the Corieltauvi to the north east, which was probably in the
province of Flavia Caesariensis, and the Dobunni to the south east, in the province of Britannia
Prima. Set in this context Pensnett’s name is perhaps not its only intriguing aspect - its location
close to and maybe directly next to one of the oldest boundaries in England is equally intriguing.

Concluding remarks
From the foregoing, it can be provisionally concluded that the name of Pensnett has a duel origin Pensnaed derived from its location as a wood on a hill, and representing quite a wide area in south
Staffordshire in the form of a Chase or hunting ground, and Penninak, or Penny Oak, a much smaller
wooded region on the boundaries of the manors of Kingswinford, Sedgely and Dudley. As the chase
shrank due to the encroachments of agriculture and industry, a process which seems to have been
well underway in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and eventually through enclosure, the area
of the Chase came to be close to the original area of Penninak, and the names became
interchangeable. The name of Pensnett was then adopted as the parish name for the coal and iron
based industrial area during the ecclesiastical reorganisation of the 1840s. Behind both the foms of
the name however, we can perhaps glimpse something of the tribal organisation of the early / mid
Anglo Saxon period, with the region of Pensnett lying within the tribal region of the Pencersaeten,
on the borders of the Hwicce and the Mercians, a border that can be traced back to Roman times as

that between the Corieltauvi in the province of Flavia Caesariensis, and the Dobunni in the province
of Britannia Prima.

Figure 1 The boundaries of Pensnett parish, including names mentioned in the text
The background is OS map from 1977. Note there have been minor changes to the north eastern
part of the boundary since its creation. (© Crown Copyright/database right 2013. An Ordnance
Survey/EDINA supplied service)

Figure 2 Possible extent of Pensnett Chase (long dashes) and Penninak (dots).
The boundary of the original parish of Pensnett (from figure 1) is also shown. (© Crown
Copyright/database right 2013. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service)

Figur
e 3 Reconstruction of Anglo-Saxon tribal areas
The boundary of the current parish of Pensnett from figure 1 is also shown. (© Crown
Copyright/database right 2013. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service)
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